
Driving instruction to Marcolina 84 when you come from Valencia. !
It will take you approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes driving from 
Valencia if you take A-7 and AP-7 (Motorway with tolls). From the airport, 
look for signs marked TARRAGONA (or BARCELONA). !
Remember it is forbidden to use mobile phones when you drive, the Police 
is very strict and you will be fined. Also, be very careful with speeding, 
there are many speed cameras and a bad way of spending your money! !!
As you get closer to CASTELLON you have an option to stay on AP-7 (with 
tolls) or to go around CASTELLON on a free motorway (with no tolls, you 
will then pass the not opened CASTELLON airport). !
As you exit the motorway with signs for TORREBALNCA and ALCOSSEBRE, 
continue north on the “red” 340 Highway (ordinary road) for approx. 5 
minutes, then exit to the right for ALCOSSEBRE. !!

Now you should be on your way to the Villa in Alcossebre: !!
Just go straight on, you will pass a petrol station with a smaller shopping 
center on you right. !
After about 2 km at roundabout take 2nd exit signed “Las Fuentes”  !
After about 2 km pass straight over the roundabout where you take 3rd 
exit marked “Ribamar” and “Ermita Santa Lucia”. !
At next Roundabout, just go straight over. !
Go to end. At T junction turn left towards “Ermita Santa Lucia”. !
Turn right at “Marcolina” sign (with rubbish containers on your right). !
At T Junction turn left (you will see a large blue/purple apartment complex 
on your Right) !
Follow the road round to left and just continue, a slight right turn, and 
then first street – a bit uphill - on your left. The Villa Marcolina 84 is on 
your left hand side. Look for a black steel gate and number 84 in black 
number signs). !!



!  !
Well done, welcome!


